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1  FOREWORD

I

n the midst of ongoing slow recovery from
the global financial crisis, there is an increasing international urgency to create more jobs
to accelerate economic growth and meet the
employment demands of over 200 million people
worldwide. About 600 million new jobs will be
required in the next 15 years to meet the employment needs of working-age youth, especially in the
emerging markets of Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa,
given current trends in population growth.
Emerging markets continue to drive the recovery
of the global economy, and the small and medium
enterprises in these countries contribute to about
85 percent of new employment, serving as indispensable engines of job creation. The estimated
25–30 million formal small businesses and the many
more informal ones face a number of barriers to
growth, including access to finance, access to electricity, high taxation, and—in some cases—political
instability. The extent of these barriers varies from
country to country; nonetheless, access to available
financing generally remains the single most limiting
barrier.

our financial intermediary clients in a number of
areas, including providing capacity building to bank
and nonbank financial institutions, improving financial infrastructure, and providing advice to governments on improving their legal and regulatory environment to enable growth of small firms.
In addition, through IFC’s work in providing advice
for sustainable business, we help small and medium
enterprises improve their managerial, financial, and
technical skills.
The Bank of Japan has also worked to support,
strengthen, and further develop small and medium
enterprise finance in Japan, even engaging in its
overall administration from time to time. On the
occasion of the 2012 IMF–World Bank Group
Annual Meetings in Tokyo, the Bank of Japan sought
to share Japan’s post–World War II experience in the
field with practitioners and delegates from the rest
of the world, which led to this Bank of Japan–IFC
workshop on small and medium enterprise finance.

Support to small and medium enterprises is a critical
part of the private sector response to IFC’s strategic priorities. At IFC’s Access to Finance Advisory Services, we work to improve access to financial services
for these enterprises through advisory assistance to

The exchange of ideas, best practices, and muchneeded know-how during the 2012 Annual Meetings was a tremendous opportunity to identify avenues for further collaboration between Japanese
and emerging market private and public institutions
working in the area of small and medium enterprise
finance.

Peer Stein
Director
IFC Advisory Services | Access to Finance

Atsushi Miyanoya
Director-General, Financial System and Bank
Examination Department, Bank of Japan
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2  INTRODUCTION

T

he Bank of Japan and IFC co-hosted a
workshop on Small and Medium Enterprise Finance—“Experiences from Japan
and Emerging Markets”—on the occasion
of the 2012 IMF–World Bank Group Annual Meetings in Tokyo. Prior to the Annual Meetings, the Japanese government conducted a survey to determine
those topics in which participants were interested.
Many delegations expressed a desire to learn about
the structure and development of small and medium
enterprise (SME) finance in Japan. The present workshop was consequently organized to provide both
global and Japanese perspectives on SME finance.
The workshop’s objectives were threefold:
• To bring together various government officials
and practitioners with experience or interest in
SME finance
• To highlight and discuss the current state of and
future challenges for SME finance in both emerging countries and Japan
• To share the Japanese experience and knowledge
of SME finance with delegates from other countries, particularly those from emerging economies.
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The event included government and central bank
officials, SME practitioners, and members of the
press. It consisted of two sessions with presentations
from practitioners in relevant fields. The first session,
organized by IFC, covered the global experience and
challenges of SME finance. Speakers included IFC
senior officials as well as leaders of private financial
institutions from Bangladesh, Kenya, and the Philippines. The session emphasized ongoing experience
in SME finance, highlighting challenges in emerging
economies.
The second session, organized by the Bank of Japan,
introduced Japan’s experiences in SME finance, featuring speakers from the private sector, the public
sector, and academia. This session looked at Japanese private and public sector experiences during
the country’s high economic growth era (1954–73),
as well as changes in SME finance after this period. It
also shed light on the current challenges Japan faces
with regard to SME finance.
The workshop was conducted in a paperless meeting format pioneered by a Japanese company. All
presentation slides were synced with iPads placed on
participants’ seats, thus requiring no print materials
to be distributed at the workshop.
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3  SESSION I: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

I

n his introductory remarks, James Scriven,
Global Industry Director, Financial Markets
Group, IFC, noted that SMEs are a critical part
of the private sector response to IFC’s strategic

profitable—the emerging backbone of the coun-

priorities, accounting for over 80 percent of net job

mary challenge is to bring the unbanked sector into

creation and 67 percent of employment in develop-

the formal banking market. While some SMEs have

ing countries. However, the SME credit gap remains

banking relations with BDO, they do not normally

large, although it varies significantly by region. IFC

have access to loans. BDO’s success in penetrating

considers SME finance a priority and has taken a

this informal sector is based on its ability to lever-

leadership role in advancing this priority, both as a

age existing deposit relationship information and

partner to the G-20 and through innovative prod-

use it as the starting point for assessing credit risk

ucts and services. IFC supports SMEs at every stage

in the absence of formal financial records. BDO has

of their development. Its current client base includes

a unique approach to operations that includes non-

more than 500 SME-focused financial institutions

traditional credit assessment models and alternative

globally, and IFC SME commitments totaled nearly

distribution channels for financial products, such as

$5.5 billion in the fiscal year ending June 2012. By

seminars and trade fairs. Challenges exist, however:

the end of 2011, IFC and its financial institution

the regulatory environment continues to exclude the

clients had reached 3.3 million SMEs, collectively

informal sector; balancing transparency with cus-

accounting for $181.3 billion of the outstanding

tomer protection is problematic; and the examina-

loan portfolio. Important, innovative initiatives have

tion process tends to be prescriptive rather than prin-

been undertaken:

ciple based, which does not encourage innovations

• IFC launched the Global SME Finance Initiative, a
$1.4 billion catalytic investment and advisory platform.

try’s economy. The sector is largely fed by remittances sent by Filipinos working overseas and the
small businesses that support this market. BDO’s pri-

in credit assessment methodology.
Rumee Ali, Managing Director, Social Enterprises & Investments, BRAC, emphasized that

• IFC financed winners of the 2010 SME Finance
Challenge, providing $77 million to date.

there needs to be a distinction between small and
medium enterprises, as the financial requirements
and characteristics of the two are quite differ-

• IFC established the SME Finance Forum, a global

ent and their needs are therefore not the same. In

collaborative platform for inclusive knowledge

Bangladesh, as in most emerging markets, finan-

sharing, and has published several flagship reports

cial institutions are typically quite willing to lend to

on SME finance.

medium enterprises but not as willing with regard
to smaller ones. But even for medium companies, it

Nestor Tan, President and Director, BDO Uni-

is not clear that financing is necessarily in line with

bank, explained that BDO is the largest full-ser-

companies’ real needs regarding credit tenure and

vice bank in the Philippines with a market cap of

structure. Thus, SMEs as a group are not a mono-

$5.5 billion, active in the informal sector. Access

lithic entity in terms of financing gap and needs.

to finance remains low in the Philippines, with an

SMEs have additional needs beyond financing.

estimated 80 percent of the population without

Small enterprises need more than financial support;

bank accounts. The informal sector is large and

they also need management support that addresses
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both marketing and financial management. There
is a skill gap in small enterprises that needs to be
addressed. Provision of capacity building—in addition to access to finance—should thus be high on
the agenda for helping small enterprises grow; in
fact, the two types of support should go hand in
hand. Several challenges face financial institutions
in helping to serve small enterprises, including
reducing the costs of such service; mobile banking
can play a role in this regard. Better analytics are
needed to assess credit risk issues; improved scoring models and the ability to control nonperforming
loans should be exercised in lending to small companies. Governments need to establish appropriate
regulations for financial institutions to serve small
enterprises as clients, given that this segment can
be a risky one. Finally, appropriate metrics should
be developed to measure the social impact of small
enterprises in various economies.

4

James Mwangi, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
and Managing Director, Equity Bank, emphasized the financial and entrepreneurial training that
small companies need. In particular, small entrepreneurs need mentoring; they also need to develop
linkages with larger corporations. Inadequate business and financial skills constitute a significant
gap that needs to be bridged if access to finance
is to bring results for small enterprises. Partnerships
between government, educators, regulators, and
financial institutions will help address this gap. The
high costs of doing business with small companies
could be addressed by exploring alternative channels in reaching out to such companies. Also, financial institutions need to improve the data, management information systems, and analytics they use in
trying to reach the small enterprise market segment
in order to become more effective in understanding
and meeting the needs of these clients.
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4  SESSION II: JAPAN’S EXPERIENCE

A

tsushi Miyanoya, Director-General, Financial System and Bank
Examination Department, Bank
of Japan, spoke of the important

Following the burst of the economic bubble, SME

role SMEs play in the Japanese economy, currently

of deposits to advance SME loans, government-affil-

accounting for 44 percent of overall sales and

iated financial institutions continue to maintain their

71 percent of overall employment in the country.

direct, long-term concessional lending to SMEs. This

Financing SMEs remains critical to the Japanese

situation raises questions as to how the public sector

economy; however, challenges such as greater

can complement the private sector while preventing

credit risk, a lack of reliable information on financial

moral hazard.

statements, difficulties in securing loans with collateral, and associated increased monitoring costs

default rates increased, decreasing the profitability
of SME lending. In present-day Japan, although private financial institutions hold a sufficient amount

Masahiro Owaku, Executive Officer and Gen-

remain.

eral Manager, Credit Division, Chiba Bank, dis-

During Japan’s high economic growth period, the

high economic growth period. Headquartered in

Japanese government undertook three major policy

Chiba Prefecture, adjacent to Tokyo, Chiba Bank has

initiatives aimed at supporting the development of

the second largest volume of operations in the coun-

SMEs in the context of these challenges:

try among regional banks in terms of nonconsoli-

cussed Chiba Bank’s lending stance during Japan’s

dated deposits and loans. Domestic corporate lend• Establishing private banks specializing in SME

ing accounts for approximately 59 percent of the

finance, thereby creating a multilayered financial

bank’s lending activities as a whole, and 72 percent

intermediation system

of its domestic commercial lending consists of loans
to SMEs. The bank experienced the highest growth

• Enhancing public support for SME finance via

in the amount of loans it provided during the high

government institutions and prefecture-level

economic growth period, with an average annual

credit guarantee corporations

growth rate of 20.3 percent.

• Implementing regulations on maximum deposit

To evaluate customers’ creditworthiness comprehensively, Chiba Bank makes regular visits to customers,

interest rates.

monitors their deposit transactions, and collects nonThe Bank of Japan also provided private banks with

financial information on them. The bank also uses

the funds needed for SME development; these were

physical security, personal credit guarantees, and

secured with commercial bills and other obligations.

public credit guarantees if necessary. These efforts

These policies and actions contributed to a steady

mitigate the SME finance issues identified by IFC,

increase in outstanding balances of lending to SMEs

such as poor customer knowledge, poor business

during the period. However, the gradual abolition of

enablers, lack of collateral or capital, lack of credit

deposit interest rate regulations beginning in 1985

data, low profitability, and lack of SME skills and lit-

led to smaller lending spreads and further develop-

eracy. Chiba Bank also engages in “business match-

ment of capital markets, making the SME lending

ing” through industry fairs and seminars, including

market more competitive.

those that highlight international expansion.
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Takatoshi Miura, Director, Finance Division,
Small and Medium Enterprise Agency, elaborated on current Japanese financial policies and regulations on SMEs. The SME Agency within the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry was established
after World War II to support the development of the
then-weak Japanese SME industry. The SME industry
soon grew to become the backbone of the Japanese
economy during the high economic growth era. This
success can be attributed to comprehensive government policies including on financing, taxation,
consultation on business management, and technical innovation. Among these policies, public SME
financing—such as direct loans extended by government-affiliated financial institutions and guarantees by credit guarantee corporations—played a
significant role. Although direct loans can be easily
adjusted to meet specific policy goals, they may
distort market function. On the other hand, credit
guarantees can use the capacity of private financial
institutions while creating potential difficulties for
the government to fine-tune credit to meet certain
policy goals.
The Japanese government has made use of both
of these public financing tools to adjust its policies
toward the continuously developing SME industry.
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However, the public sector–based structure of SME
finance has raised concerns regarding moral hazard
and excessive costs. In response to these criticisms,
the SME Agency is working to shift the paradigm of
public sector involvement in SME finance to a more
holistic managerial support structure.
Yoshiaki Shikano, Professor, Doshisha University, provided a historical perspective, summarizing
SME finance during Japan’s high economic growth
period and the financial sector reforms that took
place after World War II to reconstruct the economy
and expand employment. The reforms established
long-term financial institutions and SME financial
institutions as financial intermediaries. This in turn
led to the creation of a multilayered structure of
banks and business relationships in Japan, composed
of city banks, regional banks, shinkin banks, credit
unions, and trust banks. Financial institutions in the
different layers catered to different sizes of corporations, preventing the emergence of the “missing
middle” in SME finance. Supply-chain finance (i.e.,
intercompany credit) also played an important role in
SME finance. During periods when money was tight,
supply-chain finance was used to ease SME funding
shortages. Extension of credit terms was commonly
used to cope with tightening.
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5  WORKSHOP SUMMARY

D

uring the Q&A session, many questions
were raised from the floor regarding the
finance structure for small start-up enterprises in Japan, the balance between

public and private sector involvement in SME finance,

• Credit risk assessment should be improved, and
better data, approaches, and models are needed.
These needs are highly relevant from an emerging
markets’ perspective in access to finance for SMEs
in the informal sector.

and lessons for emerging economies. Chiba Bank’s
operations were cited as an example of small enter-

• SMEs need more than financing, although credit

prise financing in Japan. Small local enterprises can

remains the linchpin; the skills gap must be

receive loans from a bank branch if they are located

addressed, but—as the Japanese experience par-

within a three-kilometer circumference, as local prox-

ticularly highlighted—additional services could

imity allows for assessments that replace credit his-

extend to business matching and helping SMEs

tory, such as personal knowledge of the small enter-

improve access to markets. Thus, there is an over-

prise and its management. In terms of involvement in

all need to develop advisory services for SMEs.

SME finance, panelists agreed that there should be
a balance between public and private sector involve-

• Government policies and the role of the regulator

ment, and that the public sector should complement

are key in promoting access to finance for SMEs.

the private sector. As a lesson for emerging econo-

Government policies should be complementary

mies, panelists agreed that public sector involvement

to, rather than crowd out, the efforts of the pri-

in SME finance must be flexibly revised according to

vate sector.

the development and conditions of the private sector.
The public sector should be more involved in SME

A concept that arose from the Japanese experience

finance when private financial institutions are not

is the use of a multilayer system to provide finan-

as established, and should step out of the picture to

cial services to SMEs. An important element in this

complement the private sector as it becomes stronger.

system is a reliance on regional/local financial institutions, as they have better information on local cli-

In summarizing the key experiences from both the
Japanese and emerging markets perspectives, it
became evident that addressing both the financial
and nonfinancial needs (particularly the skills gap) of
SMEs is critical. Both sets of experiences showed that
the challenges in serving SMEs are very common:
• Segmentation of the SME sector is vital, drawing distinctions particularly between small and

ents. The need for local knowledge about clients is
validated by experiences in several emerging markets. Whether this knowledge requires a regional
bank or a larger nationwide bank will depend on
the country context. In any event, the need for
data and analytics in understanding clients is vital.
Another lesson of the multilayer system is the active
participation of the public sector in playing a more

medium enterprises but also within subsegments

complementary role to the private sector, thus

and subsectors of the economy; such segmenta-

enabling private sector participation rather than

tion requires good data and analytics.

preempting it.

• Service costs, and the need for alternative chan-

Finally, both the Japanese and emerging market

nels to more efficiently serve SME clients, must be

experiences highlight that SME financing remains a

addressed.

developing story. It is clear that one size does not fit
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all in serving SME clients, and multiple approaches
may be needed depending on the local context. At
the same time, these experiences indicate that there

8

is an improved understanding of some of the key
ingredients and building blocks that contribute to
improving access to finance by SMEs.
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